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LMS Samtech Samcef Wind Turbines
Providing faster design and improved reliability for on- and offshore machines

Benefits
• Faster design and improved
reliability
• Easily compare designs and
concepts by using
predefined components in
an open topology
• Accurate prediction of the
loads due to fully coupled
model, including wind,
structure elasticity and
controllers
• Predefined models for onand offshore machines with
or without direct-drive gear
box
• Unified environment for the
entire global design cycle
• Extendable to innovative
concepts such as floating
wind turbines

Summary
Given the fierce competition in the energy
market, both traditional and renewable
energy sources must run at optimal levels.
LMS Samtech Samcef™ Wind Turbines software is bringing innovation to various
aspects of the design process. It offers a
unique global environment covering the
entire product design cycle, from predesign
to detailed design and certification.
Decades of experience in modeling large
flexible machines and vast expertise in
wind energy have been incorporated into a
platform fully dedicated to wind turbine
simulations.
Open and scalable platform
The versatility of LMS Samcef Wind
Turbines allows you to analyze the behavior
of any design concept. You can build simulation models using the predefined
parametric models and/or integrate new
components and subassemblies. Using LMS
Samcef Wind Turbines facilitates a coherent
engineering process – from concepts to

component details – to produce a variable
fidelity model that you can exercise extensively for design and certification purposes.
LMS Samcef Wind Turbines comes with
dedicated interfaces for the performance
validation of global wind turbine models
and individual components.
Wind turbine global design
What does the wind turbine designer need
when starting a new machine design? To
virtually test and compare concepts and
design options. The combination of a dedicated graphical interface and preprogramed
fully parametric components offered by LMS
Samcef Wind Turbine makes this exploration
easy and efficient. Those embedded parameterized global configurations have been
industrially validated for a range of turbines. Thanks to LMS Samcef Wind Turbines
Desktop software, the models based on single components (preprogrammed or
prepared by the user) will be automatically
assembled in a global machine.

www.siemens.com/plm/lms-samtech
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LMS Samtech Samcef Wind Turbines
Features
• Design parameters for
several configurations,
including on- and offshore,
floating, direct and gear
drives
• Band element method for
aero elasticity, including
turbulent wind generator
• Create and manage
standard load cases for
design and certification
• Parametric integrator
differentiator controller
with SCADA system
• Advanced nonlinear gear
element (teeth stiffness,
backlash, etc.)
• Powerful nonlinear FE solver
based on implicit time
integration for managing
any size component model
• Different results available in
key elements, including FFT
or waterfall diagrams and
fatigue postprocessing

The LMS Samcef high-performance solver
allows simulation of flexible dynamics phenomena with great accuracy, making the
predesign model realistic enough to guide
engineers to the right decisions. Resonance
frequencies and corresponding mode
shapes can be computed for single components as well as the complete machine.
The time history is also available based on
the fully coupled formulation, including
aeroelasticity (through a band element
method), controllers, structural flexibility, as
well as wave loads for offshore machines.
LMS Samcef Wind Turbines enables the user
to define wind fields and calculate how the
machine reacts to them, taking into
account the controllers and supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. LMS Samcef includes a parametric
integrator differentiator (PID) controller,
but is also compatible with LMS Imagine.
Lab Amesim™ software and Matlab
Simulink controllers.
For offshore machines, wave loads, underwater structures and soil behavior of the
sea bottom can be taken into account.
Using this global analysis, loads can be calculated so they can be used as
specifications for the design of every individual component. Design optimization
starts at the predesign level with LMS
Samcef Wind Turbines.

Wind turbine local design
In LMS Samcef Wind Turbines, every component can be defined with a different level
of accuracy. For load assessment, users can
chose between simple models (typically
100 degrees-of-freedom) for fast computations, or very detailed models (up to
100,000 degrees-of-freedom), yielding better accuracy. For example, they can be used
to predict the response of the machine to
ultimate load cases, which are determined
using the more simple models. This means
that LMS Samcef Wind Turbines Desktop
can be used to run a local analysis on the
machine components based on loads that
have been previously computed from a less
detailed global model. Different models
with varying levels of complexity are
offered for most components covering onand offshore machines, but also for
direct-drive or gear-driven machines. Even
floating wind turbines can be modeled.
Regardless of which application you use,
the same single finite element (FE) solver
takes care of computations. LMS Samcef is
a generic nonlinear finite element solver
that includes multi-body simulation features. This coupled approach makes it
possible to assess mechanical components
design (yaw, gearbox, etc.) by using the
multi-body simulation features of LMS
Samcef, whereas the design of structural
components (bed plate, rotor blades, etc.)
is based on finite element capabilities.
By coupling them, LMS Samcef makes it
possible to simulate global dynamics, while
at the same time enabling you to focus on
every component with a level of detail that
can be tuned and adapted to fit designer
needs.
For example, durability will be assessed
based on realistic load cases. LMS Samcef
Wind Turbines offers some basic capabilities related to fatigue postprocessing on
main components, but can also be linked to
LMS Virtual.Lab™ Durability software for
fine-tuning of the fatigue life.
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Certification
Certifying a wind turbine requires a precise
and specific set of calculations involving
standardized load cases. LMS Samcef Wind
Turbines is fully compatible with International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
and Germanische Lloyd (GL) formats.
Certification load cases are provided along
with the software. LMS Samcef Wind
Turbines Desktop software enables you to
launch hundreds of certification simulations in a single click.

including automatic reporting of time plots,
trajectories, spectrogram diagrams (waterfalls) and extraction of ultimate loads from
load time histories of thousands of load
cases. It is also possible to export information to Flex 5 or Matlab Simulink since it is
compatible with existing processes.

The LMS Samcef model used for certification
is definitely accurate (typically from 50 to
300 degrees-of-freedom), but the automatic
and parallel processing of LMS Samcef Wind
Turbines Desktop makes the entire process
manageable and as fast as required by the
user. Certification has never been easier.
When the moment comes to exploit these
FE analyses, dedicated tools are available,
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